Infinite Minigolf is Coming to Consoles
Create and play an unlimited amount of minigolf courses on PlayStation 4, PlayStation VR, Xbox One and
Nintendo Switch this spring!
San Francisco, CA – April 24, 2017 – Zen Studios, creator of hit digital titles like CastleStorm and Pinball
FX2, is delighted to reveal that Infinite Minigolf, the highly anticipated follow-up to Planet Minigolf, is
coming to consoles. Currently available on PCs through Steam Early Access, Infinite Minigolf players will
be able to craft their own course creations and experience tons of customization options on PlayStation
4, Xbox One, and Nintendo Switch this spring! Additionally, the PC version of the game and the
upcoming PlayStation 4 versions will feature VR gameplay, allowing you to create, customize, and play
your courses in exciting virtual reality!
A brand new Infinite Minigolf gameplay trailer is available on YouTube: https://youtu.be/sxJd1tu6X3Y
“Zen Studios released Planet Minigolf on PlayStation Network back in 2010 and players are still enjoying
that game today. The community has been very vocal over the years, sharing their ideas for a new game,
and they gave us more than enough new ideas to come back and develop a minigolf game for this
console generation,” said Tamas Balog, Head of Studio at Zen Studios. “The team has spent a lot of time
developing better tools for players to make their own content – which was the number one request
from players. If you enjoy minigolf as well as creating and sharing your own content, Infinite Minigolf
was designed for you.”
Using the robust toolset contained in the course editor, players are the creators, and can showcase their
creative abilities to players all over the world! Players will place course tiles and a vast assortment of
gameplay objects into beautifully crafted environments as they create amazing minigolf courses.
Players can participate in 8-player online multiplayer matchups, local multiplayer matchups, and a
variety of fun single player modes. Unlock a huge selection of cool minigolf gear, discover fun powerups
that elevate minigolf gameplay to new levels of excitement.
The PlayStation 4 and Steam versions support PlayStation VR, Oculus Rift, and HTC Vive respectively, so
players can experience the world of Infinite Minigolf in stunning VR, allowing environments to spring to
life in exciting ways, making for the definitive VR golf experience. Build your creations and tour them in
stunning VR!
Infinite Minigolf features incredibly accurate ball physics, in addition to dazzling graphics and detailed
environments, each with a distinct visual theme and gameplay features.
Infinite Minigolf will be available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, Steam, and Nintendo Switch this spring.
For more details on Infinite Minigolf check out www.infiniteminigolf.com, and visit blog.zenstudios.com
for more information on Zen’s library of digital games.
About Zen Studios

Zen Studios is a world-renowned producer and publisher of interactive entertainment software for all leading
digital game platforms, and is recognized as one of the top independent studios in the industry. The company is
headquartered in Budapest, Hungary with offices in North America. Zen Studios has worked with some of the
biggest brands in entertainment, including Telltale Games’ The Walking Dead, Capcom’s Street Fighter, PopCap
Games’ Plants vs. Zombies, South Park, Marvel Entertainment, and LucasArts. Zen’s Pinball FX franchise on Xbox
LIVE is one of the most popular titles on the platform, garnering numerous awards, and was named the bestselling
game of 2011, while its tower defense title, Castlestorm, has released on a variety of platforms, including Xbox
360, PS3, Wii U, iOS, and Android to widespread commercial success and critical acclaim, including the Editor’s
Choice distinction from Apple.
Please visit blog.zenstudios.com for more information on Zen Studios’ robust library of titles.
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